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SUMMARY

Flat corrugated graphite-epoxy panels were tested in compression to verify selected design details of a ring-stiffened cylinder that was designed to support an axial compressive load of 157.6 kN/m without buckling. Three different sizes of subcomponent panels were tested to verify (1) the buckling strength of the shell wall between rings, (2) the load-introduction method at the cylinder edges, (3) the effect of a longitudinal joint in the cylinder wall on the buckling behavior, and (4) the strength of the ring-attachment method. The shell-wall design was modified to prevent premature crown buckling and the results of subsequent tests indicate that the modified shell-wall design, the longitudinal joint, the load-introduction method, and the stiffener-attachment method for the proposed cylinder have adequate strength to support the design load.

INTRODUCTION

Minimum-mass structural-sizing computer codes (refs. 1 and 2) can provide preliminary designs for structures that are required to support a desired load without buckling and can satisfy constraints imposed by the designer. However, nonlinear modal interactions as well as the effects of geometric variations not included in the designer's original constraints could lead to premature buckling. Lightly loaded structures become especially sensitive to these geometric and nonlinear effects (ref. 3) because they have thin gage sections. One such lightly loaded structure with very thin wall dimensions is an open-corrugation graphite-epoxy ring-stiffened cylindrical shell; it was designed by using a minimum-mass structural-sizing code to support 157.6 kN/m in axial compression without buckling. The constraints imposed on the design include local buckling of the corrugation crowns and webs, panel-type buckling between rings, general instability of the ring-stiffened cylinder, minimum gage, and maximum strain. Details of the cylinder design and of the fabrication process are given in references 4 to 6. To verify selected details of the cylinder design, three different sizes of subcomponent panels, with the same basic corrugation geometry, were tested: (1) 60.96-cm-long by 45.72-cm-wide panels to evaluate the local buckling strength of the shell-wall design, (2) 91.44-cm-long by 45.72-cm-wide panels to evaluate a longitudinal joint and the load-introduction method, and (3) 254.0-cm-long by 91.44-cm-wide panels with four simulated-ring stiffeners to evaluate the ring-attachment method. The results of these tests are presented in this report.

TEST SPECIMENS

The panels tested in this investigation were fabricated from commercially available graphite-epoxy preimpregnated tapes. The tapes were made of unidirectional Union Carbide Thornel 300 graphite fibers preimpregnated with Narmco 5208 epoxy resin. Nominal ply properties for this material are given in table 1 and more extensive material and mechanical property data for the panels are found in references 4 through 6.
Shell-Wall Panels

Four 60.96-cm-long by 45.72-cm-wide shell-wall panels were tested to assess the local buckling strength of the shell-wall design. Two of these panels, designated 1-24 and 2-24, were built to the preliminary design specifications generated by a minimum-mass structural-sizing code. These two panels had four 0° plies in the corrugation crowns and the geometry is shown in figure 1(a). The remaining two shell-wall panels, designated 3-24 and 4-24, had five 0° plies in the corrugation crowns as indicated in figure 1(b). A photograph of a typical shell-wall panel appears as figure 2.

Longitudinal-Joint and Load-Introduction Panels

Two 91.44-cm-long by 45.72-cm-wide longitudinal-joint and load-introduction panels, designated 1-36 and 2-36, were fabricated with five 0° plies in the corrugation crowns as shown in figure 1(b). Geometric details of these panels are shown in figure 3 and a photograph of a typical specimen is shown as figure 4. There were two principal objectives in testing these panels: The first was to evaluate the strength and stiffness of a longitudinal joint in one of the corrugation crowns and the second was to verify the integrity of the load-introduction method used to transfer the load into the corrugated wall.

To make the longitudinal joint, a room-temperature-curing adhesive and fiberglass cloth with no 0° graphite-epoxy plies were used. Glass cloth was used to match the stiffness of the corrugation crown with the joint to the stiffness of the other crowns without joints. Details of the longitudinal joint are given in references 4 to 6 and shown in figure 3.

To verify the integrity of the load-introduction method, scalloped aluminum load-introduction fixtures were bolted to the corrugation crowns (fig. 3) in order to transfer the applied edge load to the corrugated shell wall. The crowns under the load-introduction fixtures were reinforced with additional 0° graphite-epoxy plies that tapered down to the basic shell-wall geometry as shown in figure 3 and described in references 4 through 6.

Stiffened Panels

Two 254.0-cm-long by 91.44-cm-wide stiffened corrugated panels, designated 1-100 and 2-100, were tested to evaluate the ring-attachment method. Geometric details of the panels are shown in figure 5 and a photograph of a representative panel is presented as figure 6. The stiffeners were riveted and bonded to the corrugation crowns as described in reference 4. These test specimens were designed to have buckling modes characteristic of the general instability modes of the cylinder.

APPARATUS AND TESTS

The ends of panels 1-24 through 4-24 and panels 1-100 and 2-100 were potted in an aluminum-filled epoxy and then machined flat and parallel. The scalloped aluminum load-introduction fixtures attached to the loaded ends of panels 1-36 and 2-36 were machined flat and parallel. The flat ends of the panels were loaded by a hydraulically controlled displacement of the test machine platen. At about 10 percent of design load, the upper test-machine platen was aligned with the test
specimens until the longitudinal strains at the midlength of the panel were within a few percent of each other. A survey of the test results at 50 percent of design load on a typical panel showed that the strains across the midlength of the panel were within ±5 percent of the average strain.

The unloaded edges of panels 1-24 through 4-24 and 1-36 and 2-36 were supported by full-length knife-edge fixtures that provided a simple-support edge condition. However, the unloaded edges of panels 1-100 and 2-100 were supported by knife-edge fixtures located between the simulated-ring stiffeners to provide a simple-support condition for the panel edges between stiffeners. The ends of the stiffeners that protruded beyond the panel edges were supported by a single full-length knife-edge fixture on each side of the panel. Additional restraints were applied to the center of each stiffener on both panels and at the stiffener quarter points of panel 1-100 to ensure that the panels buckled into a mode representative of the expected general instability mode of the cylinder.

Specimen end shortening was measured with direct current displacement transducers. Electrical resistance strain gages were used to monitor longitudinal strains. A moiré-fringe procedure was used to observe the buckling mode pattern of the panel surface. The load, end shortening, and all strain-gage readings were recorded by an electronic data acquisition system.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results from the tests of the eight panels are summarized in table 2. The initial buckling loads, determined by using the strain reversal method, are given in the table normalized by the design load of 157.6 kN/m. The longitudinal stiffness (load per unit width divided by strain) was determined from the average of the slopes of the load-strain curves obtained from strain gages at the midlength of each panel; these values are given in table 2. The values of mass per unit area for each panel are also given in the table. The values of mass per unit area given for panels 1-36 and 2-36 include the joint materials and rivets as well as the reinforcing material at the ends of the panels but do not include the scalloped aluminum load-introduction fixtures. For panels 1-100 and 2-100, the stiffeners and rivets are included in the mass values.

Shell-Wall Panels

The test results from the first two shell-wall panels, 1-24 and 2-24, indicate that the corrugation crown design with four 0° plies in the crowns buckled locally at 74 and 78 percent of the desired design load. (See table 2.) Back-to-back strain-gage and end-shortening data, typical of these two panels, are shown in figures 7 and 8, and moiré-fringe patterns for the buckled corrugation crowns are shown in figure 9. Local bending about the crown midsurface begins at a low load level for some parts of the crowns and grows until strain reversal occurs as shown by the back-to-back strain-gage response curves in figure 7. These local buckle modes in the crowns cause a decrease in the overall panel longitudinal stiffness which causes the panel to buckle at a load below the design load as indicated by the change in slope of the load-deflection curve in figure 8. Loading for these two panels was stopped at 88 and 86 percent of the design load because of large local deformations at the panel edges between the side support fixture and the end potting material.
Thickness measurements of the corrugation crown cross sections in panels 1-24 and 2-24 revealed that the curing process caused thinner crowns than anticipated. As a result of the applied pressure during the curing process, the 0° plies, unlike the 45° cross plies (see fig. 1), were pressed into one another; thereby the thickness of the 0° material was reduced. The layer of 0° plies (shown cross-hatched in the sketches) became thinner and wider than the idealized design represented by sketch A. The encapsulated 0° material tapered to a point at its edges and pushed out between the ±45° outer plies as indicated in sketch B. Using the as-fabricated cross section with the thinner and wider layers of 0° plies, BOSOR4 (ref. 7) buckling analyses suggested that the reduced bending stiffness in the crowns caused the premature local buckling to occur. Therefore, the BOSOR4 results indicate that the buckling loads of these thin-gage structural components are sensitive to minor thickness variations.

Panels 3-24 and 4-24 were fabricated with an additional 0° ply in each crown (fig. 1(b)) to offset the thinning of the 0° plies and to raise the local buckling strength of the corrugation crowns. An additional modification incorporated in this refined corrugation crown design was a minor increase in the width of the 0° plies to reduce the amount of taper at the edges of the 0° material. Typical results for the shell-wall panels with five 0° plies in the crowns are shown in figures 10, 11, and 12. The results for shell-wall panels 3-24 and 4-24 show that the crown corrugation design with five 0° plies raises the initial crown buckling strength to 95 and 93 percent of the design load, respectively. The resulting increase in overall panel stiffness allowed the panels to carry loads above the design load (panel 3-24 was loaded to 106 percent of design load and panel 4-24 failed at 116 percent of design load). These changes to the corrugation crown design were also incorporated into the longitudinal-joint and load-introduction panels and the stiffened panels.

Results typical of the longitudinal-joint and load-introduction panels are shown in figures 13 and 14. These results indicate that the longitudinal-joint and load-introduction panels have response characteristics similar to shell-wall panels with the improved design. The corrugation crowns of panels 1-36 and 2-36 buckled at 104 and 103 percent of the design load and the maximum loads applied to these panels were 121 and 130 percent, respectively. The results (table 2) indicate that the longitudinal joint has little effect on the panel longitudinal stiffness, and the longitudinal-joint and load-introduction design will support the design load without strength failures.
Stiffened Panels

Results of the two stiffened panel tests indicate that panel buckling occurred at 94 and 84 percent of the design load. Typical strain-gage and end-shortening data for panel 1-100 are shown in figures 15 and 16. The response of the back-to-back strain-gage pairs indicates that the panel buckles without any evidence of local buckling of the corrugation crowns. These results suggest that the restraint provided by the stiffeners is less than the restraint provided by the end conditions of the shorter shell-wall panels. After initial buckling occurred, large local deformations at the edge support fixtures of panels 1-100 and 2-100 caused local material failures to propagate across the panels at approximately 98 and 92 percent of the design load, respectively. There were no indications of any ring-attachment failures for these tests; therefore, the ring-attachment method should be expected to perform satisfactorily at the design load.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Three sizes of flat open-corrugation graphite-epoxy panels were tested to verify selected structural design details of a ring-stiffened corrugated cylinder. The cylinder was designed to support an axial compressive load of 157.6 kN/m without buckling. The test results indicate that the buckling load of the thin-gage corrugation crown design is sensitive to small thickness variations associated with the fabrication process. The shell-wall design was modified to prevent premature crown buckling, and the results of subsequent tests indicate that the modified shell-wall design, the longitudinal joint, the load-introduction method, and the stiffener-attachment method for the proposed cylinder have adequate strength to support the design load.
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TABLE 1.- LAMINA MATERIAL PROPERTIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lamina thickness, cm</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulus in fiber direction, GN/m²</td>
<td>131.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulus in transverse direction, GN/m²</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamina shear modulus, GN/m²</td>
<td>6.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Poisson's ratio</td>
<td>0.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamina density, kg/m³</td>
<td>1522</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2.- SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Crown thickness, cm</th>
<th>Initial buckling load Design load&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Load per unit width Strain, MN/m</th>
<th>Mass per unit area, kg/m²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-24</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-24</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-24</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-24</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-36</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>b&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-36</td>
<td>.127</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>b&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-100</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>c&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-100</td>
<td>.129</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>c&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Design load equals 157.6 kN/m.

<sup>b</sup>Includes mass of joint materials and rivets as well as reinforcing material at end of panel.

<sup>c</sup>Includes mass of stiffeners and rivets.
(a) Crown configuration with four 0° plies (panels 1-24 and 2-24).

(b) Crown configuration with five 0° plies (panels 3-24 and 4-24, 1-36 and 2-36, and 1-100 and 2-100).

Figure 1.- Corrugation cross-section geometric details.
Dimensions are in centimeters.
Figure 2.- Typical 60.96-cm-long compression test panel.
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Figure 3.- Geometric details of 91.44-cm-long panels with longitudinal-joint and load-introduction fixtures. Dimensions are in centimeters.
Figure 4.- Typical 91.44-cm-long test panel with longitudinal-joint and load-introduction fixtures.
Figure 5.- Geometric details of 254.0-cm-long panels with stiffeners. Dimensions are in centimeters.
Figure 6.— Typical 254.0-cm-long graphite-epoxy corrugated panel with stiffeners.
Figure 7.- Back-to-back strain-gage responses of adjacent corrugation crowns for panel 2-24.
Figure 8.- End shortening as function of applied load for panel 2-24.
Figure 9.- Moiré-fringe patterns for panel 2-24 showing development of local buckle mode of crowns.
Figure 10.- Back-to-back strain-gage responses of adjacent corrugation crowns for panel 4-24.
Figure 11.- End shortening as function of applied load for panel 4-24.
(a) Applied load, 146 kN/m.

(b) Applied load, 175 kN/m.

Figure 12.– Moiré-fringe patterns for panel 4-24 showing development of local buckle mode of crowns.
Figure 13.- Back-to-back strain-gage responses of adjacent corrugation crowns for panel 1-36.
Figure 14. End shortening as function of applied load for panel 1-36.
Figure 15. Back-to-back strain-gage responses of adjacent corrugation crowns for panel 1-100.
Figure 16.- End shortening as function of applied load for panel 1-100.
Flat corrugated graphite-epoxy panels were tested in compression to verify selected design details of a ring-stiffened cylinder that was designed to support an axial compressive load of 157.6 kN/m without buckling. Three different sizes of subcomponent panels, with the same basic corrugation geometry, were tested: (1) 60.96-cm-long by 45.72-cm-wide panels to evaluate the local buckling strength of the shell-wall design, (2) 91.44-cm-long by 45.72-cm-wide panels to evaluate a longitudinal joint and the load-introduction method, and (3) 254.0-cm-long by 91.44-cm-wide panels with four simulated-ring stiffeners to evaluate the ring-attachment method. The test results indicate that the modified shell-wall design, the longitudinal joint, the load-introduction method, and the stiffener-attachment method for the proposed cylinder have adequate strength to support the design load.